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Alice in wonderland 1951 movie

Alice gets bored with her historical lesson on the Norman conquest of England and expresses her desire for adventure, taking her to the riverbank. There Alice in her vest on the eve of the passing White Rabbit, exclaiming that she was late for a very important date. She gives chase, accompanying him toAlice becomes boring with her historical lesson on the
Norman conquest of England and expresses her desire for adventure, taking her to the riverbank. There Alice in her vest on the eve of the passing White Rabbit, exclaiming that she was late for a very important date. She gives chase, following him into a big rabbit hole. She sees him walk out of the tiny door, whose chat button advises her to cut down to the
appropriate height by drinking from a bottle labeled Drink Me. She does this and floats through the keyhole into a sea of her own tears, which she bursts into tears of after eating me, causing her to grow very much. As he continues to follow Rabbit, he meets a number of characters, including Tweedledum and Tweedledee, who recount the story of Walrus and
the carpenter. Alice follows Rabbit to his house; He mistakes her for his roommate and sends her for gloves. As he searches, finds and eats another cookie labeled Eat Me and grows back, it get drunk in the house. Thinking she's a monster, he brings dodo to help banish her. When Dodo decides to burn down the house, Alice escapes by eating carrots from
the Rabbit Garden, which is why it has shrunk to three inches tall, and continues to follow it. Along the way, she meets the talking flower garden, which initially greets her with a song, but then swap it for a spider and order her to go, followed by Gusjenica. He becomes enraged by her predicament at her current height, which is the same as his, and turns into a
butterfly. Before leaving, he advises her to eat a piece of his mushroom to change its size. She does this and returns to her original height, and continues to follow the Rabbit.In Forest, Alice meets cheshire cat, who advises her to visit mad hatter or March Hare to find out the location of Rabbit. He meets both, along with Dormouse, at Hare's house having a
crazy tea party and celebrating their inconsistent. They celebrate hers too, but she gets frustrated with breakups whenever she tries to talk. As he prepares to leave, the rabbit appears, continuing to exclaim that he is late; Hayter inspects his pocket watch and says it's two days slow, and tries to fix it by filling it with food and tea, but eventually has to destroy it
after it goes crazy. Rabbit complains that his watch was a gift for an unsaid day, and Hejter and Rabbit sing him The Unbirthday Song before throwing it back into the woods. Fed up with the nonsense, Alice decides to go home, but her surroundings have completely changed and she's lost. Fearing she was lost forever, she sits on a rock and sobbs. Cheshire
Cat reappears advises Alice to ask the Queen of Hearts for directions to the home, showing her a cross to the castle of the king and tyrannical queen. The Queen orders the beheading of a threesome of gardeners who mistakenly planted white roses instead of red ones (but paint them to look red), and forces Alice to play against her in a croquet match, in
which live flamingos, cardholders and hedgehoms are used as equipment. Equipment equips the game in favor of the Queen. The cat reappears and deceives the Queen, causing her to fall. The cat disappears in time to make it look like Alice was a prankster, but before the Queen can order her execution, the king suggests a trial. At Alice's trial, Mad Hatter,
March Hare and Dormouse were called to testify as witnesses, briefly celebrating the Queen's heartless day and giving her a head as a gift, which turns into Cat. Chaos arises when Dormouse, frightened when Alice pouses Cat, runs around the courtroom. As the Queen orders Alice's execution, Alice eats pieces of the Caterpillar she rescued and grows
again. The King and Queen order her to leave the courtroom, but she refuses and insults the Queen. As she does so, she returns to her normal size, and the Queen orders her execution. Alice flees, and the queen, the king, cardholders and other characters give chase. When she gets to the little door she came across at the beginning of the movie, it shows
her that she's actually already out, asleep. He shouts at himself to wake up; She works thanks to her sister, and they come home for tea. Expand 1951 American animated musical fantasy film produced by Walt Disney Productions Alice in Wonderland1951 original theatrical release posterDirected by Clyde Geronimi Wilfred Jackson Hamilton Luske Produced
byWalt DisneyScreenplay byAldous HuxleyStory by Milt Banta Del Connell Bill Cottrell Joe Grant Winston Hibler Dick Huemer Dick Kelsey Tom Oreb Bill Peet Erdman Penner Joe Rinaldi Ted Sears John Walbridge Based onAlice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glassby Lewis CarrollStarring Kathryn Beaumont Ed Wynn Richard Haydn
Sterling Holloway Jerry Colonna Verna Felton J. Pat O'Malley Bill Thompson Joseph Kearns Dink Trout James MacDonald Music byOliver WallaceEdited byLloyd RichardsonProductioncompany Walt Disney ProductionsDistributed byRKO Radio PicturesRelease dated July 26, 1951 (1951-07-26) (London, premiere)[1] July 28, 1951 (1951-07-28) (New York
City, premiere)[1] Running time75 minutes [2]CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishBudget $3 million [3]Box office $5.6 million (U.S., 1951) Alisa in Wonderland is a 1951 American animated fantasy-adventure movie from the 1951 release of Disney animated films , the film premiered in London on July 26, 1951, and in New York on July 28, 1951. The film
features the voices of Kathryn Beaumont as Alice, Sterling like Cheshire Cat, Verna Felton as the Queen of Hearts, and Ed Wynn as the Mad Hatter. Walt Disney first tried unsuccessfully to adapt Alice into an animated feature film during the 1930s, and brought the idea to life in the 1940s. The film was originally meant to be a live-action/animated film;
however, Disney decided to make it an animated feature in 1946. The film was considered a disappointment due to its initial release, which led to Walt Disney showing it on television as one of the first episodes of its TV series Disneyland. He proved very successful on television, especially in the psychedelic era. It was eventually re-released in cinemas
which proved massively successful. The film became even more successful through merchandising and subsequent home video releases. Although the film was critically shot at its initial release, it has since been regarded as one of Disney's greatest animated classics, especially one of the biggest cult classics in the medium of animation, as well as the best
film adaptation of Alice. A live-action adaptation of Carroll's work and animated film, Alis in Wonderland directed by Tim Burton, was released in 2010. The film's sequel, Alice Through the Looking Glass, directed by James Bobin, was released in 2016. The plot of Alice gets boring with her sister's history lesson on the Norman conquest of England and
expresses a desire for adventure, leading her to the riverbank. There, Alice spots a white rabbit in a vest, chanting that he is late for a significant date. She gives chase, following him into a big hole. She sees him walk out of the tiny door, whose chat button advises her to reduce to the appropriate height by drinking from a bottle with the inscription Drink Me.
She does this and floats through the keyhole into a sea of her own tears, for which she cried after eating a biscuit with the inscription Eat Me, which is why she grew very much. As he continues to follow Rabbit, he meets a number of characters, including Tweedledum and Tweedledee, who recount the story of Walrus and the carpenter. Alice follows Rabbit to
his house; He makes mistakes for his housekeeper Mary Ann and sends her to get his gloves. As she searches for gloves in rabbit house, Alice finds and eats another cookie marked Eat Me and grows back, getting drunk in the house. Thinking she's a monster, Rabbit asks Dodo to help her kick her out. When Dodo decides to burn down the house, Alice
escapes by eating carrots from the Rabbit Garden, which is why it has shrunk to three inches tall. Continuing to follow Rabbit, Alice meets a talking garden of flowers that initially welcomes her with a song, but then disparaging comments about her appearance and orders her to leave. Alice then meets Caterpillar, who rages at Alice after mourning her small
size (which is the same as Caterpillar) after which the Caterpillar turns into a butterfly and fly away. leaving, Caterpillar advises Alice to eat a piece of mushroom to change her size. She does this and returns to her original height, continuing her pursuit of Rabbit. In the woods, Alice meets Cheshire Cat, who advises her to visit the Mad Hatter or March Hare to
find out the location of Rabbit. He meets both, along with Dormouse, at Hare's house having a crazy tea party and celebrating their inconsistent days. Heyter and the rabbit ask Alice to explain her plight, which Alice tries to do, but she becomes frustrated with their interruptions and absurd logic. As he prepares to leave, the rabbit appears, continuing to
exclaim that he is late; Heyter inspects the rabbit's pocket watch and says it's been slow for two days, and tries to fix it by filling it with food and tea and ends up destroying it after declaring it insane. Rabbit complains that his watch was a gift for an unseen day, and Hejter and Hare sang him the song The Unbirthday Song before throwing it back into the
woods. Fed up with nonsense, Alice decides to come home, but her surroundings change completely and she gets lost. Fearing she was lost forever, she sits on a rock and sobbs. The cheshire cat reappears and advises Alice to ask the Queen of Hearts for directions to the home, showing her a cut to the castle of the king and tyrannical queen. The Queen
orders the beheading of a threesome of gardeners who mistakenly planted white roses instead of red ones (but paint them to look red), and forces Alice to play against her in a croquet match, in which live flamingos, cardholders and hedgehoms are used as equipment. Equipment equips the game in favor of the Queen. The cat reappears and deceives the
Queen, causing her to fall. The cat disappears in time to make it look like Alice was a prankster, but before the Queen can order her execution, the king suggests a trial. At Alice's trial, Mad Hatter, March Hare and Dormouse were called to testify as witnesses, briefly celebrating the Queen's heartless day and giving her a head as a gift, which turns into Cat.
Chaos arises when Dormouse, frightened when Alice pouses Cat, runs around the courtroom. As the Queen orders Alice's execution, Alice eats a piece of Caterpillar's mushroom that she has rescued and is growing again. The King and Queen order her to leave the courtroom, but she refuses and insults the Queen. As she does so, she returns to her normal
size, and the Queen orders her execution. Alice flees, and the queen, the king, cardholders and other characters chase. When Alice gets to the little door she came across, the doorknob shows her that she's actually already out, asleep. Alice yells at herself to wake up; She works thanks to her sister, and they come home for tea. Voice cast Kathryn
Beaumont as Alice Ed Wynn as Mad Hatter Jerry Colonna as March hare Richard Haydn as Caterpillar Sterling Holloway as Cheshire Cat Verna Felton as The Queen of Hearts Pat O'Malley as Tweedledum and Tweedledee/Walrus and Carpenter/Mother Oyster Bill Thompson as White Rabbit/The Dodo Heather Angel as Alice's sister Joseph Kearns as
Catch Larry Grey as Bill lizard/card painter Queenie Leonard as tree bird/snooty flower Dink Trout as heart king Doris Lloyd as Rose Jimmy MacDonald as Rose Jimmy MacDonald as Dormouse/Flamingos The Mellomen (Thurl Ravenscroft, Bill Lee, Max Smith and Bob Hamlin) as card painters Don Barclay as second cards Lucille Bliss as Sunflower and
Tulip[4] Pinto Colvig as Flamingos Tommy Luske as Young Pansy Marni Nixon as The Singing Flowers Norma Zimmer as The White Rose Directing animators are:[5] Marc Davis (Alice and the eyeglasses creature) Milt Kahl (The Dodo , Alice , Flamingo, Jeg, White Rabbit) Eric Larson (Alice, Dinah, Caterpillar, Cheshire Cat, Queen of Hearts, Flamingo)
Frank Thomas (Doorknob, Queen of Hearts, Wonderland Creatures) Ollie Johnston (Alice, King of Hearts) Ward Kimball (Tweedledee and Tweedledum, The Walrus and The Carpenter, Oysters, Cheshire Cat, Mad Hatter, March Hare, Dormouse) John Lounsbery (Flowers, Caterpillar, Cheshire Cat, Mad Hatter, March Hare, Wonderland Creatures) Wolfgang
Reitherman (White Rabbit, The Carpenter, The Dodo, Mad Hatter, March Hare) Les Clark (Alice, Wonderland Creatures) Norm Ferguson (The Walrus and the Carpenter) Production Alice as shown in the Walt Disney film trailer was familiar with the books Lewis Carroll Alice, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865) and Through the Looking-Glass (1871),
and read them as a schoolboy boy. From 1999 to 1993, he was a 21-year-old aspiring filmmaker working at laugh-O-Gram studios in Kansas City, filming an unsuccessful short cartoon series called Newman Laugh-O-Grams. The last of the Newman Laugh-O-Grams was called Alice's Wonderland, which was loosely inspired by Alice's books. The short
shows a girl live (Virginia Davis) interacting with the animated world. However, faced with business problems, Studio Laugh-O-Gram went bankrupt in July 1923. However, Disney went to Hollywood and used the film to show it to potential distributors. Margaret J. Winkler of Winkler Pictures agreed to distribute Alice Comedies, and Disney teamed up with
older brother Roy O. Disney and rehired Kansas City contributors including Ub Iwerks, Rudolph Ising, Friz Freleng, Carman Maxwell and Hugh Harman to found Disney Brothers Studios, which later re-branded Walt Disney Productions. The series began in 1924, before she retired in 1927. Disney considered creating a feature animated and live-action
version of Alice in 1933 with Mary Pickford in the lead role. [6] [8] However, these plans were eventually scrapped in favor of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, largely because Disney had shelved Paramount's 1933 adaptation of Alisa in Wonderland. However, Disney has not completely given up on the idea Alice, and in 1936. In 1938, after snow white's
enormous success, Disney bought the film rights of Alisa in Wonderland with illustrations by Sir John Tenniel and officially registered a title in the Motion Picture Association of America. He then hired a panel artist with a story by Al Perkins and artistic director David S. Hall to develop a story and conceptual art for the film. [6] The roll story ended in 1939, but
Disney was not pleased; He felt that Hall's drawings looked too much like Tenniel's drawings, making them too difficult to animate, and that the overall tone of Perkins' script was too grotesque and dark. [6] Realizing the amount of work needed for Alisa in Wonderland, and with the economic devastation of World War II and the production demands of
Pinocchio, Fantasy and Bambi, Disney pulled production on Alis in Wonderland shortly after the screening. [8] In the fall of 1945, shortly after the war ended, Disney revived Alisa in Wonderland and hired British author Aldous Huxley to rewrite the script. Huxley devised a story in which Lewis Carroll and Alice Liddell (inspiration for Alice) were misunderstood
and persecuted after the book was published. In Huxleye's story, stage actress Ellen Terry sympathized with both Carroll and Liddell, and Queen Victoria served as deus ex machina, confirming Carroll for her appreciation of the book. Disney considered child actress Margaret O'Brien as the title role. [11] However, he considered Huxley's version to be too
literal an adaptation of Carroll's book. [8] Background artist Mary Blair submitted some conceptual drawings for Alisa in Wonderland. Blair's paintings moved away from Tenniel's detailed illustrations by taking a modernist stance, using bold and unreal colors. Walt liked Blair's designs, and the script was rewritten to focus on comedy, music and the moody side
of Carroll's books. [8] Around this time, Disney was considering creating a live-action-and-animated version of Alice in Wonderland (similar to his short Alice Comedies) that would star Ginger Rogers and would use a recently developed sodium vapa vapa from. [9] Lisa Davis (who later voiced Anita Radcliffe in One Hundred and One Dalmatians) and Luana
Patten were also considered for the role of Alice. [8] However, Disney soon realized it could only do justice to the book by making an animated film, and in 1946 [6] With the film tentatively scheduled for release in 1950, animation crews on Alisa in Wonderland and Cinderella effectively competed against each other to see which film would finish first.
Cinderella has advanced beyond Lysa in Wonderland. [14] A legal dispute was also under way with the 1949 film version of The Dallas Bower [15] [16] Disney sued to prevent the publication of the British version in the US, and the case was covered extensively in Time magazine. [17] The company that issued the The version accused Disney of trying to
capitalize on their film by releasing its version at almost the same time. [17] Writing through various drafts of the script, many of the sequences present in Carroll's book came in and out of the story. However, Disney insisted that the scenes themselves stick close to those in the novel since most of its humor is in writing. [6] One omitted scene from the
treatment of the 1939 film took place outside the Duchess's estate, where Fish Footman gives a message to the frog footman to take to the Duchess, saying she was invited to cricket with the Queen of Hearts. Alice overheats it and sneaks into the manor kitchen, where she finds the Duchess's chef maniacally cooking and the Duchess nursing her child. The
cook sprays pepper all over the room, causing the Duchess and Alice to sneeze and the baby to cry. After a quick conversation between Alice and the Duchess, the uptip Cook begins throwing pots and pans at the hinged child. Alice saves the baby, but as she leaves the house the baby turns into a pig and runs away. [18] The scene was dropped for other
reasons. Another scene that was deleted from a later draft took place in Tulgey Wood, where Alice came across what appeared to be a sinister-looking jabberwock hiding in the dark, before revealing himself to be a comedic-looking dragon-like beast with bells and factory whistles on his head. A poem called BeWare of Jabberwock was also written. However,
the scene was dropped in favor of Walrus and Carpenter's song. [6] Out of a desire to keep The Jabberwocky Song in the film, it was made to swap the original song for Cheshire Cat, I'm Odd. Another deleted scene in Tulgey Wood shows Alice consulting The White Knight, which was supposed to be a bit of a Walt Disney caricature. Although Disney liked
the scene, he felt it was better for Alice to learn her lesson, hence the song Very Good Advice. [6] Other characters, such as False Turtle and Gryphon, were rejected for reasons of pace. Music In an effort to retain some of Carroll's imaginative songs, Disney commissioned top songwriters to compose songs built around them for use in the film. Over 30
potential songs were written, and many of them were included in the film — some for just a few seconds — the largest number of songs of any Disney movie. Frank Churchill was in charge of songwriting in 1939 and was accompanied by a story with works of art by David S. Hall. Although none of his songs were used in the finished film, the melody for the
song Lobster Quadrille was used for the song Never Smile at a Crocodile in Peter Pan. When work on Alice resumed in 1946, Tin Pan Alley songwriters Mack David, Al Hoffman and Jerry Livingston began composing songs for him after working on Cinderella. Still, the only threesoling song to make the film was The Unbirthday Song. While composing songs
in New York, Sammy Fain heard that The studios wanted her to compose songs for Alisa in Wonderland. He also suggested a lyricist for Bob Hilliard as his associate. The two wrote two unused songs for the film, Beyond the Laugh Sky and I'm Odd. Music for the former song was retained but the lyrics were changed, and later became the title track for Peter
Pan, Second Star right. [19] By April 1950, Cahn and Hilliard had finished composing songs for the film. [22] The title track, composed by Sammy Fain, became the jazz standard,[23] adapted by jazz pianist Dave Brubeck in 1952. The song In a World of My Own is included on the orange disc Classic Disney: 60 Years of Musical Magic. The Soundtrack Film
Soundtrack was first released on the LP album on July 28, 1951. The soundtrack was rereleased on Walt Disney Records' Audio CD on February 3, 1998 . [24] Alice in WonderlandSoundtrack album by various artistsReleasedFebruary 3, 1998GenreAnimation, Adventure, Family, Fantasy, MusicalLength75:00LabelWalt Disney All songs are written by
Sammy Fain, Bob Hilliard, Mack David, Al Hoffman, Jerry Livingston, Oliver Wallace, Ted Sears, Gene de Paul and Don Raye.No.TitlePerformer(s)Length1. Main title (Alisa in Wonderland)Judd Conlon Chorus2:322. Pay attention / In the world of my own Oliver Wallace; Kathryn Beaumont2:123. Late Bill Thompson0:424. Curiosity leads to trouble / Simply
impassable Oliver Wallace4:025. The Sailor's Hornpipe/ The Caucus Race Bill Thompson and The Rhythmaires &amp; the Judd Conlon Chorus2:276. We're not Oliver Wallace's waxworks0:257. How to D'Ye do and handle / curious? J. Pat O'Malley0:558. Walrus and carpenter J. Pat O'Malley5:059. Old father William I. Pat O'Malley0:2310. Mary Ann! /
Lizard with ladder / We will smoke Blighter Out Oliver Wallace; Bill Thompson2:4211. The Garden /All in the Golden AfternoonChorus and Kathryn Beaumont3:3912. What gender are you? Oliver Wallace1:1413. A-E-I-O-U (Caterpillar Song)/ Who R U/ How doth little crocodile / Keep your temperRichard Haydn4:3414. Snake! Oliver Wallace1:0915. I'm back/
'Twas Brillig/ Lose somethingOliver Wallace; Sterling Holloway2:3016. The Mad Tea Party/The Unbirthday SongKathryn Beaumont, Ed Wynn, Jerry Colonna and Jimmy MacDonald4:3117. The Tulgey WoodOliver Wallace2:0218. Very good adviceKathryn Beaumont2:0919. Who were you expecting, Aliver Wallace0:5320. Painting roses red / March maps
Mellomen and Kathryn Beaumont2:4821. Queen of Hearts/ Who painted my roses red? Verna Felton1:2222. A Little Girl/ Let the Game Begin/ I Warn You ChildOliver Wallace1:2723. The Trial/ The Unbirthday Song (Reprise)/ Rule 42/ Off with Her Head/ The Caucus Race (Reprise)Kathryn Beaumont, Verna Felton, Ed Wynn, Jerry Colonna, and the Judd
Conlon Chorus5:59 Songs written for the film but not used Beyond the Laugh Sky – Alice (replaced by In a World of My Own; that tune was later. for Second Star On the Right in Peter Pan) Dream Caravan – Caterpillar (replaced by A-E-I-O-U) I'm Odd – Cheshire Cat (replaced by 'Twas Brillig) Beware of Jabberwock – Refren (Stan Freberg, Daws Butler, and
the Rhythmaires), referring to the deleted character So They Say – Alice If You'll Believe in Me – The Lion and The Unicorn (deleted characters) Beautiful Soup – The Mock Turtle and The Gryphon (almost still deleted characters) set to the tune of the Blue Danube (Walt Disney Company also used the Blue Danube in two jungle rhythm and night). Everything
has usability – Intended for Caterpillar, in which she explains to Alice that everything has a purpose – in this case, the use of mushrooms. Curiosity Humpty Dumpty Talks to her little boy – The Duchess (deleted character) Will you join the dance? Release Alice in Wonderland premiered at Leicester Square Theatre in London on July 26, 1951 [25] During the
film's initial theatrical run, the film was released as a double feature film with true-life adventures short documentary, Nature's Half Acre. [26] After the film's initial lukewarm premiere, it was never re-released theatrically in Disney's life, instead of occasionally being shown on television. Alisa in Wonderland aired as the second episode of Walt Disney's
Disneyland television series on ABC 3. Starting in 1971, The New York Times Then, in 1974, Disney gave Alisa in Wonderland its first theatrical re-release. The company even promoted it as a film in accordance with psychedelic times, using radio commercials with the song White Rabbit performed by Jefferson Airplane. [28] This release was so successful
that it required the subsequent re-release in 1981 [29] The first uk release was on 26 July 1979. Marketing Disney sought to use the new medium of television to help advertise Alice in Wonderland. In March 1950, he spoke with brother Roy about launching a television program with animated studio shorts. Roy agreed, and later that summer they spoke with
the Coca-Cola Company about sponsoring an hour-long Christmas broadcast in which Disney hosts several cartoons and a scene from the upcoming film. The program became One Hour in Wonderland, which aired on NBC on Christmas Day 1950 [30] At the same time, the ten-minute feature series on filmmaking, Operation: Wonderland, was produced
and shown in theaters and on television stations. In addition, Disney, Kathryn Beaumont and Sterling Holloway appeared on The Fred Waring Show on 18th [27] Home media Alice in Wonderland was one of the first titles available for the rental market on VHS and Bete and for retail on the short-lived CED Videodisc format RCA. The film was released in
October 1981, on VHS, CED VideoDisc, and Betamax and again on May 28, 1986, at VHS, Betamax, and Laserdisc. [31] In January 2000, [32] the DVD featured an operation: Wonderland Featurette, several long-lasting videos, a storybook, a more trivial and its theatrical trailer. [33] The fully restored Masterpiece Edition with two discs was released on 27
October 2015. The show was released on January 11, 2004, including an all-day episode of a Disney television show with Kathryn Beaumont, Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy and Mortimer Snerd, Bobby Driscoll and others promoting film, computer games, deleted scenes, songs and related material, which was discontinued in January 2009. Disney
released a DVD with 2 Un-Anniversary discs on March 30, 2010, to promote a recent version of Tim Burton. [34] The film was released in Blu-ray and DVD sets on January 1st. Disney re-released the film on Blu-ray and DVD on April 26, 2016 to celebrate the film's 65th anniversary. The film was released on Disney+ on November 12, 2019. [36] Reception
and legacy Box office During the initial theatrical run, the film grossed $2.4 million in domestic leases. [37] Due to the film's $3 million production budget, the studio wrote off a million-dollar loss. [3] During a theatrical re-release in 1974 [38] Bosley Crowther's critical reaction, reviewing for The New York Times, praised that ... If you're not too specific about
Carroll and Tenniel paintings, if you're high on a Disney whimsey and you're going to go at a slow, uneven pace, you should find this image amusing. Especially it should be for children, who are not as demanding of fidelity as their moms and dads. Several episodes are dandy, such as crazy tea party and caucus races; the music is tuned and sweet and the
color is excellent. [26] Variety wrote that the film has a serious charm and chimerical beauty that best demonstrates Carroll's fantasy. However, he failed to add any real heart or warmth, the missing ingredients in the two tomes and which have always been an integral part of previous Disney feature cartoons. [39] Mae Tinee of the Chicago Tribune wrote:
Although Disney's figures are reminiscent of John Tenniel's famous sketches, they abound in energy but completely lack magic and seem more closely related to Pluto, the clumsy puppy, than the products of Carroll's imagination. Young people are likely to love the cartoon, full of lively characters, with Alice's dream covered in just a dose of nightmare – those
who cherish the old story as much as I do are likely to be extremely disappointed. [40] In doing so, he stated that judge is simply as the latest in a long, popular Cartoons, Alice does not have a developed story, which experts in the continuity of study, for all their freedom with scissors and paste, have failed to compile from episodic books. A lot of things are
familiar things; Carroll's garden of live flowers encourages Disney to revive the style of its silly symphonies. Nevertheless, there is plenty that will delight the young, and there are flashes of cartoon ingenuity that should appeal to adults. [41] Alisa in Wonderland has received widespread criticism from Carroll fans, as well as British film and literary critics, who
have accused Disney of Americanising a major work of English literature. [42] Walt Disney wasn't surprised by the critical reception at Alice in Wonderland — his version of Alice was intended for a large family audience, not literary critics — but despite all the long years of thinking and effort Disney put into it, the film met a lukewarm response at the box office
and was a sharp disappointment in its initial release. [43] In addition, he noted that the film failed because it lacked heart. [44] In Disney films, Leonard Maltin says animator Ward Kimball felt the film failed because he suffered from too many chefs – directors. Here was the case of five directors trying to top the other guy and make his streak the biggest and
craziest on the show. This had a self-reversing effect on the final product. [45] Since the film's revival in the 1970s, critics have reassessed the film and it has since been considered a classic. On the rotten tomatoes movie aggregator website, Alisa in Wonderland received an approval rating of 81% from 31 critical reviews with an average score of 6.37/10.
Consensus says: A good introduction to Lewis Carroll's classic, Alisa in Wonderland boasts some of disney's most unreal and twisted canon paintings. [46] Awards and Accolades The film was nominated for an Oscar for best music picture scoring, but lost to an American in Paris. [47] The stage version of Alis in Wonderland is summarized into a one-act
stage version titled, Lysa in Wonderland, Jr. The stage version is aimed exclusively at high school and high school productions and includes most of the film's songs and others, including The South Song Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah, two new reruns of I'm Late!, and three new numbers titled Ocean of Tears, Simon Says and Who Are You?. This 60-80 Minutes
version is licensed by Music Theatre International on Broadway, Jr. Collection along with other Disney Theatrical shows such as Disney's Aladdin, Jr., Disney's Mulan, Jr., Beauty and the Beast, Disney's High School Musical: On Stage!, Elton John and Tim Rice's Aida and more. [48] References in other Disney films in The Donald in Mathmagic Land, Donald
Duck wears Alice's dress and has a haircut but a brown not blonde. The larger pencil bird is also in the film. Bill lizard appears as one of Professor Ratigan's followers in The Big Mouse Detective. Alice Several other characters in the film were portrayed as guests in The House of Mouse, and the Queen of Hearts was one of the villains depicted in Mickey's
villain's house. The Mad Hatter is also featured in Mickey's Magical Christmas: Snowed in at the House of Mouse. Mad Hatter and March Hare are also featured in several episodes of Bonkers. Bill Lizard, Tweedledum, Cheshire Cat and The Catch also appear in the 1988 Disney film Who Framed Roger Rabbit. In opening Aladdin, the seller tries to sell a
hookah similar to that used by Caterpillar. In Aladdin and king of thieves, the Spirit turns into the White Rabbit. Weebo shows clips of the film on his screen in Flubber. The Mickey Mouse Clubhouse episode, titled Mickey's Adventures in Wonderland, is based on the film. During When You Wish Upon a Star in Disney's Pinocchio, alisa's book in Wonderland
can be seen on a bookshelth from where Jiminy Cricket sings. This reference can be considered indirect because the film was released 11 years before Alisa in Wonderland. The October 25, 2019 spin-off is developing an unassalised Cheshire Cat-focused animated project for Disney's subscription video streaming service on demand, Disney+. [49] Live
action remakes A live-action re-imagining, Alice in Wonderland, was released in 2010, starring Mia Wasikowska in the role of Alice. It was directed by Tim Burton and received mixed reviews, but grossed more than $1 billion. The sequel, Alice Through the Looking Glass, was released in 2016 on generally negative reviews and $299 million gross on a budget
of $170 million. Alice theme parks at Disneyland, 2012. Costumed versions of Alice, The Mad Hatter, The White Rabbit, The Queen of Hearts, Tweedledum and Tweedledee regularly appear at Disney theme parks and resorts, and other characters from the film (including Walrus and Rabbit from March) have appeared in theme parks, albeit very rarely.
Disneyland has a visit to Wonderland in a Caterpillar-shaped vehicle; This adventure is unique to Disneyland and has not been reproduced in Disney other parks. More famously, all five Disneyland-style theme parks include The Mad Tea Party, a tea ride based on Disney's adaptation of Alisa in Wonderland. Alisa in Wonderland also frequently appears in
many parades and shows at Disney theme parks, including The Main Street Electric Parade, SpectroMagic, Fantasmic!, Dreamlights, The Move It! Shake It! Celebrate It! Street Party and Walt Disney's Parade of Dreams. Disneyland features a dark, film-based ride alongside teapots,[50] and Disneyland Paris also features a hedge maze called Alice's Curious
Labyrinth, which draws its inspiration from the film. [51] The now-defunced Mickey Mouse Revue, shown at Walt Disney World and later tokyo Disneyland, featured characters and scenes from the film. Video games In Disney's revenge, the heart queen is one of the villains trying to turn the end of her story to where she finally cut Off Alice's head. Mickey
Mousecapade has different characters from the movie. The Japanese version, namely, is very much based on the film, and almost every reference in the game comes from the film. The video game version was released on game boy color by Nintendo of America on October 4, 2000 in North America. In addition, in the video games Kingdom Hearts and
Kingdom Hearts: Chain of Memories, Wonderland is a world that can be played. Alice is also the main character in the overall plot of the first game due to her role as one of the seven Princess Hearts. Other characters from the film appearing include The Queen of Hearts, Cheshire Cat, White Rabbit, Doorknob, Caterpillar (V Cast only) and Deck of Cards.



Mad Hatter and March Hare also appear in portrait form. All except Quake also appear in the Chain of Remembrance, though in the form of illusions made from the main character's memory. [52] While the world is absent in Kingdom Hearts II, returns to Kingdom Hearts 358/2 Days and Kingdom Hearts encoded, the latter featuring a digitised version of the
world that comes from data in Jiminy Cricket's royal diary. In Toy Story 3: Video Game, Crazy Heyter's Hat is one of the hats you can wear. In Kinect Disneyland Adventures, Alice, Mad Hatter, White Rabbit and Queen of Hearts appears. At Disney Infinity, there are Lysa-based power drives in Wonderland. Several of the film's characters appear during epic
mickey-games. For example, cards are seen all over Mickeyjunk Mountain in the original Epic Mickey, Alice appearing as a statue carrying a projector screen in Epic Mickey 2 and Alice, Mad Hatter, Cheshire Cat and Queen of Hearts appear as characters that can be unlocked in Epic Mickey: Power of Illusion. Machinations and samples The theme song of
the same name has since become a jazz standard such as Roberta Gambarini, Bill Evans and Dave Brubeck. [53] [54] [55] Vaporwave artist Nmesh sampled the film on his 2017 album Pharma [56] [57] Reference ^ a b Alisa in Wonderland: A Look at The Details. American Film Institute. Restored May 18, 2014. ^ ALISA IN WONDERLAND (U). British Film
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